
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
Level D: The Periodic Table Words

Spelling Words Basic Words

elements

periodic table

gases

metals

atomic number 

science

oxygen

carbon

helium

hydrogen 

nitrogen 

sodium 

platinum  

nickel 

mercury 

zinc 

lead

neon

 sulfur

silicon  

copper

silver

gold

Challenge Words

aluminum  

magnesium 

Answer the questions.

1.  Which spelling word on your regular spelling list (not basic words or     ______________________

challenge words) comes first in alphabetical order?                                        

2.  Which spelling word on your regular spelling list (not basic words or     ______________________

challenge words) comes last in alphabetical order?                                           
     

3.  Identify the spelling word that contains six syllables.                               ______________________
 

4.  Which spelling word contains one syllable and two vowels?        ______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  substances that cannot be broken down into simpler substances;       ______________________

there are more than one hundred of these that scientists know of             
            

6.  a chemical element humans need to breathe in order to survive        ______________________

7.  a chemical element that is a silvery-white metal with     ______________________

an atomic number of 28                                  

8. a chemical element having a yellowish color and with an atomic      ______________________

number of 16       
                            

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.   onen      ___________________    hint: has an atomic number of 10 

10.  lmtnpaui     ___________________     hint: has an atomic number of 78

11.  irntgone      ___________________     hint: has an atomic number of 7

12.  uemhil         ___________________     hint: has an atomic number of 2
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Name: _________________________________         Level D: The Periodic Table Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

gases metals          science       carbon 

silicon mercury          sodium       hydrogen 

13.  Lead, tin, and titanium are examples of  ________________________.
       

14.  The inside of a thermometer is filled with  ________________________.
  

15.  ________________________  is the study of the physical and natural world through observation 

and experimentation.  

16. ________________________  is the second most abundant element in Earth's crust.  Its atomic 

number is 14.

17. After oxygen, ________________________  is the second-most abundant element in the 

human body by mass.  Its atomic number is 6. 

18.  Water vapor, nitrogen, and helium are examples of  ________________________.

19.  ________________________  is an important element in human bodies because it regulates 

our blood volume and blood pressure, among other things. 

20. ________________________  is the lightest element on the periodic table and has an atomic 

number of 1. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which basic word comes third in alphabetical order?                      _________________________

22. Which basic word comes second in alphabetical order?                 _________________________

23. Which basic word comes first in alphabetical order?                        _________________________

24. Identify the challenge word that has an atomic number of 12.       _________________________
           

25. Identify the challenge word that has an atomic number of 13.       _________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
Level D: The Periodic Table Words

Spelling Words Basic Words

elements

periodic table

gases

metals  

atomic number

science

oxygen 

carbon

helium 

hydrogen

nitrogen 

   sodium 

platinum 

nickel

mercury

 zinc 

lead

 neon

sulfur  

silicon 

copper

silver

gold

Challenge Words

aluminum 

magnesium  

Answer the questions.

1.  Which spelling word on your regular spelling list (not basic words or     atomic number

challenge words) comes first in alphabetical order?                                        

2.  Which spelling word on your regular spelling list (not basic words or     zinc

challenge words) comes last in alphabetical order?                                           
     

3.  Identify the spelling word that contains six syllables.                               periodic table
 

4.  Which spelling word contains one syllable and two vowels?        lead

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  substances that cannot be broken down into simpler substances;       elements 

there are more than one hundred of these that scientists know of             
            

6.  a chemical element humans need to breathe in order to survive        oxygen

7.  a chemical element that is a silvery-white metal with     nickel

an atomic number of 28                                  

8. a chemical element having a yellowish color and with an atomic      sulfur

number of 16       
                            

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.   onen      neon     hint: has an atomic number of 10 

10.  lmtnpaui     platinum     hint: has an atomic number of 78

11.  irntgone      nitrogen     hint: has an atomic number of 7

12.  uemhil         helium     hint: has an atomic number of 2
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Name: _________________________________         Level D: The Periodic Table Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

gases metals          science       carbon 

silicon mercury          sodium       hydrogen 

13.  Lead, tin, and titanium are examples of metals.
       

14.  The inside of a thermometer is filled with mercury.
  

15.  Science is the study of the physical and natural world through observation 

and experimentation.  

16. Silicon is the second most abundant element in Earth's crust.  Its atomic 

number is 14.

17. After oxygen, carbon is the second-most abundant element in the 

human body by mass.  Its atomic number is 6. 

18.  Water vapor, nitrogen, and helium are examples of gases.

19. Sodium is an important element in human bodies because it regulates our 

blood volume and blood pressure, among other things. 

20. Hydrogen is the lightest element on the periodic table and has an atomic number of 1. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which basic word comes third in alphabetical order?                      silver

22. Which basic word comes second in alphabetical order?                 gold

23. Which basic word comes first in alphabetical order?                        copper

24. Identify the challenge word that has an atomic number of 12.       magnesium

           

25. Identify the challenge word that has an atomic number of 13.       aluminum

                                                                                                           
                  LD
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